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There's no place like...Nothing is what it seems. Who can Jill Gooder, P.I. and witch superstar, trust

now? And who is the 'Phoenix'? ...the custard cream tin.
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I have ALL of Adele's books in this series. Not a lot of Winky on this one, but the rest of the story

was absolutely chatching. One thing I should say (BRAG, really) I was almost sure that TDO was...

the person who was.... From the beginning I had a weird feeling about this character... AND I WAS

RIGHT!!! I can hardly to see what's next for Jill, now that she's a Level Seven... and I hope she uses

whatever new powers she has to kick Alicia's behind.Now, Adele... when is #14 coming out? I want

to sign up for it right now.Congratulations!!

I really enjoy these books, really. This one only got 2 stars because there was just not enough

magic in the story for my liking. I don't read them for the witty conversation, I like the magic! I do

love all of the characters. I will continue to read these books even if I do have to read it in an English



accent in my head, lol. But she is a witch! With lots of power! Use it early and often, Jill!

While I really like the main character Jill,and the story line...I am beginning to dislike the names of

the other characters that come into the story for just a bit...like Mr. Short who is a large man,and his

small mousey partner,Mr. Long,so they become " the short and long"partners. Yes it was cute in the

first book,but theze types of names became very old and unfun by book 4,and this is book

12..enough already,and the cousin twins , Amber and Pearl..the predictable arguing is way too

much by now...but like I said, I really like the main character and the story line,so I continue to read

this series. I must say that toward the end of this book, things got very exciting for Jill and the rest of

the witches in her life...

T series can't come fast enough for me. I've never read any books that kept my interest so deeply! I

love to read and think about paranormal things, and Adele Abbott takes care of me so well. Jill, the

witch, is nothing to fear. She's charming and funny in a very dry-wit way. She narrates the entire

story herself and even talks directly to me occasionally as I read. I love it.

I enjoy this series, it's entertaining, but it ispretty predicitable. I am looking for someone in the cast

of characters to have some resolution in their life. I hope there is a little more closure for some of the

situations that the characters find themselves in. It seemes to be the same story with each

installment. I almost didn't get this installment because of that. That being said, I did enjoy this

particular book because of the "locked room" and what happened because of that situation as well

as some of the new characters introduced in this episode.

So there are a lot of books in this series and I enjoy each one because the characters are funny and

the mysteries are interesting. I don't feel like they are just repeats but they are new and refreshing.

There is very little romance but what there is, is enough. These are definitely more mystery than

romance but that's what I read them for so it's not disappointing.

For the second time in the series, I was slightly disappointed in something that happened. Not going

to say what it was cuz I don't want to give any spoilers, I will say though that there was a lot of

building up to something and then it was just over. Other than that though I really enjoyed this book

and can't wait to see what happens for Jack and Jill



After really disliking the last book in this series, I was happy this story has much improved in the

writing and the story itself. Less focused on stupid jokes end back to having an actual plot that tied

up one of the storylines that was ongoing, but sad about her father... Wish that could have been

developed a little bit more.
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